Introduction {#s0001}
============

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neurodegenerative disease manifesting as a syndrome of unremitting progressive motor weakness, cognitive impairment, and ultimate respiratory failure. The central pathology involves the degeneration of both corticospinal and spinal motor neurons. The median duration of survival in ALS is poorer than for other neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases ([@CIT0001]). We sought to explore the particular vulnerability of humans to neurodegeneration in these central neuronal populations, and whether the evolutionary development of any characteristic human features might predispose to the selective vulnerability in ALS.

Previously, the development of ALS has been ascribed to a failure of neural networks inherent in complex functional adaptations in humans such as fine movements of the hand ([@CIT0005],[@CIT0006]). Comparative analyses of the genomes of different species may reveal sequence changes in the human lineage that might have contributed to the evolution of human traits, and the pathological alteration of which causes disease. For example, Alzheimer's disease pathology is rare in great apes and neurofibrillary tangles are absent in other non-human primates ([@CIT0007],[@CIT0008]). Likewise, the development of a monosynaptic cortico-motoneuronal system is a key contributor to the capacity for skilled finger movements ([@CIT0009],[@CIT0010]). However, this system may also render an increased susceptibility to motor neuron degeneration ([@CIT0006]), and an increase in human survival may also unmask selective connectome-based vulnerability.

A pathological hexanucleotide repeat expansion (G~4~C~2~) of the chromosome 9 open reading frame 72 (*C9orf72*) gene is a common risk factor for ALS and frontotemporal dementia (FTD) in both familial and apparently sporadic cases ([@CIT0011],[@CIT0012]). In neurologically-normal European individuals, there are usually between two and 20 repeats, but in ALS the sequence can be repeated hundreds of times ([@CIT0011]). The mechanism of neurodegeneration in *C9orf72* expansions still remains unclear. Previous studies have explored how the repeat expansion itself was introduced through a single founder effect in Northern Europe ([@CIT0013]). Although the *C9orf72* gene itself is ancient, the repeat region is a recent evolutionary event, as is the development of a monosynaptic cortico-motoneuronal pathway for fine motor control, and this association suggests their evolutionary relationship may be important.

Therefore, we aimed to study the conservation of the *C9orf72* hexanucleotide repeat in different species to further understand its phylogenetic origins. We tested the association of the conservation of the hexanucleotide repeat with a measure of thumb opposability ([@CIT0014]), a function key to complex motor tasks.

Materials and Methods {#s0002}
=====================

We tested our hypothesis using readily-available genomic data. The expansion affects a repeated sequence of four guanine and two cytosine nucleotides (G~4~C~2~). First, we searched for the sequence of the human hexanucleotide repeat of *C9orf72* in the UCSC Genome Browser (Feb. 2009 GRCh37/hg19 assembly) ([@CIT0015]). We then compared this sequence across a track of multiple alignments of other species using MULTIZ, a process that identifies segments that remain similar among species ([@CIT0016]).

Next, we used the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) ([@CIT0017]) and entered input sequences of the hexanucleotide repeat region in FASTA format (via the NCBI Genomes \[chromosome\] database). This produced the multiple sequence alignment outputs of other vertebrates in FASTA format. We then used these multiple sequences as our input comparison files in Jalview (JalviewLite applet) in order to visualize the molecular phylogeny and genomic rearrangements of those species ([@CIT0020]). We constructed the phylogenetic tree and distances of this hexanucleotide region using Clustal W2-Phylogeny ([@CIT0021],[@CIT0022]).

Homology is the existence of shared ancestry between genes in different species. To assess whether a given alignment constitutes evidence for homology, we used bit scores and the E-value computed from BLAST as an estimate ([@CIT0023]). These are local alignment statistics that give an indication of the strength of similarity between species. The E-value takes into account the extreme value distribution to give an indication of the expected homologous sequences ([@CIT0025]). The bit score places the raw alignment score in context by taking into account the statistical essence of the scoring system and standardizing it ([@CIT0017],[@CIT0025]).

The computed alignment scores were compared with the opposability indices of the thumb for each species ([@CIT0014],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0027]).

We used SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 22.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corporation) for the association analyses.

Results {#s0003}
=======

The results of the across-species aligned *C9orf72* hexanucleotide region bit scores and E-values, converted to the negative natural logarithmic scale for ease of presentation, are shown in [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"} along with the opposability index for that species. The species were ones identified in the BLAST alignment. [Figure 1(a)](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} depicts the linear relationship between bit score of the *C9orf72* hexanucleotide region and the opposability index. [Figure 1(b)](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} depicts the relationship between -ln(E-value) and opposability index. The linear equations with *R* ^2^ scores (coefficients of determination) are shown. The Pearson's correlation coefficient for bit score and opposability index was 0.78, *p* value 0.023, with a significant chi-square test for linear-by-linear association *p* value of 0.04. The Pearson's correlation coefficient for -ln(E-value) and opposability index was 0.80, *p*-value 0.018, with a significant chi-square test for linear-by-linear association *p* value of 0.035.

![(a) Linear relationship between bit score of the *C9orf72* hexanucleotide region and opposability index (*y* = 0.3438*x* - 2.2216, *R* ^2^ = 0.6031). (b) Relationship between -ln(E-value) of the *C9orf72* hexanucleotide region and opposability index (*y* = 0.509*x* + 11.981, *R* ^2^ = 0.6316).](iafd_a_1257024_f0001_b){#F0001}

###### 

Bit scores and -ln(E-value)s of the hexanucleotide repeat region, and relation to opposability indices in eight different species. ^1^Opposability indices derived from mean of values from two sources ([@CIT0014],[@CIT0026]). The opposability index of the two non-primate species (Leptonychotes weddellii and Loxodonta Africana) are taken to be zero based on the absence of a thumb.

  Species                   Common name        Bit Score   -ln(E-value)   Opposability index^1^
  ------------------------- ------------------ ----------- -------------- -----------------------
  Homo sapiens              Human              183         96             65
  Pan troglodytes           Chimpanzee         174         90             42
  Gorilla gorilla gorilla   Gorilla            168         86             48
  Papio anubis              Baboon             98.7        38             54.9
  Pongo abelii              Orangutan          125         56             39.5
  Macaca mulatta            Rhesus macaque     96.9        42             53.6
  Leptonychotes weddellii   Weddell seal       44.6        0              0
  Loxodonta africana        African elephant   42.8        −1             0

[Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} shows the aligned hexanucleotide sequences across 35 vertebrate species (panel a) and these sequences aligned via Jalview showing nucleotide differences (panel b). The hexanucleotide sequence here is 'GGCCCC' as the reverse strand is presented. Only the gorilla and the chimpanzee have the three-repeat hexanucleotide sequence seen in humans.

![Alignment of the hexanucleotide repeat sequence of *C9orf72* (reverse strand) in the UCSC MULTIZ alignment configuration ([@CIT0016]) (a) and on Jalview ([@CIT0020]) (b).](iafd_a_1257024_f0002_b){#F0002}

[Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} shows a constructed cladogram and branch length distances based on the aligned *C9orf72* hexanucleotide repeat region. As can be seen, this region is conserved most recently in human, chimpanzee and gorilla, with the lowest evolutionary distance, indicating late divergence. The hexanucleotide regions of the other non-human primates diverged on separate phylogenetic paths from humans. Non-primates (African elephant and Weddell seal) showed divergence pertaining to the furthest distance away. The sequence alignment from Clustal W2 can be found in [Supplementary Materials Figure 1](http://www.tandfonline.com/iafd).

![Constructed phylograms based on real branch distances (a) and cladogram (b). A smaller number represents more recent divergence.](iafd_a_1257024_f0003_b){#F0003}

Discussion {#s0004}
==========

We report a statistically significant linear association between conservation of the *C9orf72* hexanucleotide repeat region and the opposability index of the thumb. We find that the repeat region, pathological expansion of which is implicated in ALS and FTD, is present only in humans, gorillas and chimpanzees, and not in other vertebrates. This selective preservation is seen in these primates with higher opposability indices. The correlation suggests that the *C9orf72* hexanucleotide region may have a role in the same developmental pathways that are important in animals with higher opposability indices, for example in the development of the corticospinal motor neuron-to-spinal motor neuron circuitry (cortico-motoneuronal connections), for voluntary motor dexterity.

Although there could be other traits associated with the conservation of the hexanucleotide repeat, the heterogeneity of opposability in great apes suggests that there may be a direct link. For example, although orangutans share more genomic homology with humans than baboons, they are devoid of the hexanucleotide repeat. This may be due to the regression in opposability in orang-utans as they developed elongation of the second to fifth digits for brachiation without elongation of the thumb, giving a low opposability index despite being evolutionarily closer to modern humans ([@CIT0014]). This shows that the association between opposability and alignment is not simply based on the phyletic level of a species as a whole, and also independent of the degree of neurological similarity to mankind ([@CIT0010]).

The cortico-motoneuronal pathway for hand control {#s0005}
-------------------------------------------------

In humans and higher order primates, extensive direct cortico-motoneuronal connections have superseded more primitive functions mediated by spinal interneurons ([@CIT0028],[@CIT0029]). These cortico-motoneuronal connections are used for independent control of the digits ([@CIT0030]). Repeat sequences may be involved in gene expression control. A plausible mechanism could be that the *C9orf72* repeat sequence is involved in the development of a direct monosynaptic input to hand motor neurons, which may be vulnerable to degeneration in ALS. Oligosynaptic corticospinal connections have been shown to exist in lower mammals such as mice and rats ([@CIT0031]) and in New World monkeys such as the non-dextrous squirrel monkey ([@CIT0034]). Cortico-motoneuronal connections are particularly well developed in great apes ([@CIT0035]). This is in keeping with the trend seen in the introduction of the *C9orf72* repeat region in chimpanzees, gorillas, and also in humans. This also suggests that the cortico-motoneuronal system is a recently evolved feature, subserving new aspects of motor behaviour ([@CIT0035]). The sequence is also absent in Old World monkeys, such as the macaque and baboon, and other species such as the racoon, which have a high level of dexterity and a greater index of opposability than either the chimpanzee or gorilla, but less than the human ([@CIT0036]). It could be that the opposability in Old World monkeys is governed by another genetic association independent of the *C9orf72* sequence.

Thus, the cortico-motoneuronal system may predispose to selective vulnerability in the more dextrous primates. This susceptibility to motor neuron degeneration has been demonstrated in a ubiquitin carboxy-terminal hydrolase-L1 (*UCHL1*) knockout mouse model, revealing the vulnerability of these neurons to increased endoplasmic reticular stress ([@CIT0037]). If similar vulnerability existed in humans, this might underlie their degeneration in ALS. Similar selective vulnerability of both corticospinal motor neurons or related cortico-brainstem subcerebral projection neurons and spinal motor neurons has also been shown in the transgenic G93AhSOD1 mouse model of ALS ([@CIT0038]).

The tactile acuity of the hand, associated with opposability, is also reflected in the size of motor and sensory cortical association areas and higher functional differentiation of the brain ([@CIT0014]). This not only points to a cortical basis for motor degeneration in ALS as suggested previously ([@CIT0006]), but also to the degenerative mechanism that leads to cognitive and behavioural impairment in ALS. The trait of opposability may have also come with the development of a phylogenetically recent reorganization of frontal cortical circuitry key to higher order social function and cognition ([@CIT0005]), which may explain the bridging of FTD and ALS through the *C9orf72* pathological expansion.

ALS manifesting as the failure of thumb opposability {#s0006}
----------------------------------------------------

The thumb opposability in Cercopithecoidea and hominids is associated with a specialized differentiation of thenar muscles ([@CIT0014]). There is preferential wasting of these muscle groups in the split hand syndrome, which is a typical clinical feature in ALS ([@CIT0039]). Electrophysiological studies have demonstrated a stronger cortico-motoneuronal input to the thenar muscles, further supporting the notion that the cortico-motoneuronal pathway is particularly vulnerable in ALS, and that thumb opposability is a good measure of its function ([@CIT0039]). As a higher opposability index ratio corresponds to a shorter index finger, it is interesting that a lower index-to-ring finger ratio was found to be associated with ALS, possibly from pre-defined motoneuronal vulnerability ([@CIT0042]).

Most ALS is segmental and focal in onset ([@CIT0043]), such as in bulbar-onset disease. Likewise, similarly direct monosynaptic connections of the corticobulbar tracts have evolved in humans, possibly subserving more complex communication ([@CIT0044]). Extraocular muscles ([@CIT0045]) and Onuf's nucleus ([@CIT0046]) do not receive a direct cortical input, and in ALS there is relative sparing of eye movements ([@CIT0047]) and a lack of sphincter disturbance ([@CIT0048]), attributed to the absence of vulnerability to motoneuronal degeneration in these regions. Thus, ALS could be viewed as a disease that particularly involves the cortico-motoneuronal system. It would be interesting to look at further measures of bipedalism and vocalization across species to support this argument.

Conclusions {#s0007}
===========

The *C9orf72* hexanucleotide is present in many animals, in a partial form, but the repeated hexanucleotide sequence is only present in gorillas, chimpanzees, and humans. The conservation of this region is proportional to a measure of thumb opposability, which supports a role of the sequence in the same developmental pathways in species with higher prehensility. This may be associated with the selective vulnerability of the cortico-motoneuronal cells in humans, manifested most obviously as the split hand syndrome in ALS. These findings have implications for how we approach further functional studies of *C9orf72* and at the same time identifying phenotypic correlates of cortico-motoneuronal degeneration, which may also reflect the pathophysiology underlying FTD. We are starting to recognize the importance of cortico-motoneuronal health in neurodegeneration, and the *C9orf72* hexanucleotide repeat may represent a clue to the puzzle.
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